
These are a few of Our 
Favorite Books

Take this form home and have your parent, guardian, or other close adult help you complete 
it. Then, we’ll post it on the bulletin board.
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____________________’s Favorite Book 
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__________________________________ 
(Title)

__________________________________ 
(Author)
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____________________’s Favorite Book 
(Child’s)

__________________________________ 
(Title)
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(Author)
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MPUNIPK  ________________

ROCN  __________________

REDIC  __________________

PEAPSL  _________________

DINYW  __________________

VASHERT  ________________

RYETUK  _________________

RELCOD  _________________

VIGNITHKNAGS  ______________

 ___________________________________

 ___________________________________

 ___________________________________

 ___________________________________

November Words
Unscramble the November words below, then write three sentences using the words.

?

?

?



1.	 Bessie	Coleman	_____

2.	 Jacqueline	Cochran	_____

3.	 Harriet	Quimby	_____

4.	 Beryl	Markham	_____

5.	 Amy	Johnson	_____

6.	 Amelia	Earhart	_____

7.	 Eileen	Collins	_____

8.	 WASPs	_____

a. The first American woman to earn a  
pilot’s license.

b. The first woman to fly solo across the 
Atlantic Ocean.

c. The world’s first Black female pilot.

d. Women Airforce Service Pilots of 
WWII: The first group of female 
pilots to fly for the U. S. Army.

e. The first women to fly solo to 
Australia from England.

f. The first woman to break the sound 
barrier.

g. The first person to fly across the 
Atlantic Ocean east to west.

h. The first American woman to pilot a 
spacecraft. 

Flying High
In 1784, Elisabeth Thible become the first woman to fly in a hot air balloon. Since that 
time, hundreds of women have taken to the skies and contributed to aviation history. 
Using library resources or the Internet, match the women on the left with their accom-
plishments on the right.
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by | Gabrielle Linnell 

Tea is Always at Four
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How to Throw a  
View from Saturday Party

The View From Saturday by E. L. 
Konigsburg (Atheneum, 1996) is a book 
about The Souls, four sixth-graders from 
different kinds of families who compete in 
an Academic Bowl with their handicapped 
teacher. They learn about kindness and 
teamwork as they travel to the champion-
ships; but their journey begins at a tea party, 
given by Julian. This is a great book to read 
with your book club, and afterward you can 
celebrate by having a tea party. Here’s how … 

Invitations

In the book, Julian invites the three other kids 
by placing hidden riddles in their backpacks, in Alice in Wonderland, and in maps. For your own tea 
parties, you can create an invitation on the computer or by hand with blank greeting cards. Find pic-
tures from the Alice in Wonderland movie to put on your covers: perhaps the White Rabbit or Alice. 
Then glue them on to the front of your card. 

Inside, write or type a riddle that your guests can easily figure out, such as: 

    Saturday’s the special day
    For cakes and games of wordplay

    Look for the blue signed door
    Tea is always served at four!

Then, find room on the back of your card to glue a small map of where the party will take place. 
Whether it’s at the library or at a home, you can find a miniature map of the location either on 
Google Maps or in a map book of your area. Make copies of the map sized to fit your card, and paste 
them in. 

Food

The food that the Singhs served at the first tea party was traditional British teatime food. This 
includes: scones, tarts, crustless sandwiches with cucumber-and-cream cheese or tuna fillings, min-
iature desserts such as small brownies or tiny pieces of cake, and mints for afterward. Many bakeries 
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Tea is Always at Four
and cafés sell these kinds of foods and are not 
too expensive to buy. Also, there are many books 
with teatime recipes and ideas in your library. 
You can even make it part of your tea party to 
have everyone make their scone or tart them-
selves! 

Then there’s the actual tea. There are hundreds 
of different kinds of teas, including herbal teas 
that are more kid-friendly. They come in flavors 
like tangerine, raspberry, cinnamon, and more. 
There is always iced tea as well, if you want a 
cooler drink. 

Games

Games were a vital part of the tea parties in The 
View From Saturday, and they can be a wonderful 
addition to your own tea party as well! Ethan, 
one of the Souls, buys a puzzle for the children 
to put together. You can get puzzles at many 
different levels of difficulty and in a thousand 
shapes and pictures. Buy at least one 100-piece, 
one 500-piece, and one 1000-piece puzzle to 
allow for all the book club members to partici-
pate. 

The Academic Bowl, which is what the Souls 
compete in throughout the book, is a compe-
tition where the judges ask each team trivia 
questions about everything from history to sci-
ence, philosophy to literature. You can have a 
miniature Bowl of your own by dividing into 

teams and ask an teacher or student to be the 
judge and read trivia questions. There are games 
like Trivial Pursuit for Kids that have lots of trivia 
information printed on cards. 

However, if you want to make your own trivia 
cards, simply check out five or six books on dif-
ferent topics from your library. Spend an hour 
or so writing down interesting facts from each 
book, and making them into questions on 3x5” 
index cards. Make sure to put the answers on 
the opposite sides. 

If you are hosting the tea party, learn some card 
tricks or simple magic tricks to impress your 
guests. This was Julian’s talent in the book. There 
are many books and online articles that show 
you exactly what you need and how to perform 
party tricks. Who knows, you may discover you 
have chops! 

The View from Saturday is a fantastic book about 
four different people who each use their gifts to 
create a winning team and a lasting friendship. 
Your book club tea party can bring you together, 
and bring the book to life.  

******
Gabrielle Linnell writes from Virginia, where 
she’s been published in Faces, ByLine, New Moon, 
and other places. Among other things, she loves 
music, chocolate, and E. L. Konigsburg. Learn 
more at www.storytellermag.com.
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